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Edvard Munch, The Scream, 1895. 
On view at the Museum of Modern Art (NY) for 6 months.

Allen Ginsberg, Neal Cassady and Natalie Jackson in San 
Francisco. photo. In “Beat Memories,” Grey Art Gallery, NY
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H.O. Hoffman, Cheers! An Art Deco New Year,
 drawing from the New Yorker magazine, 1920.

Ted Hallman, Suspended Harmonies. Installation, synthetic materials.  
In “Suspended Harmonies.” Michener Art Museum, PA
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very soon. I believe David Smith is the most significant American sculptor of 
the 20th-century period.
Q: What’s your favorite museum in the Boston area, other than your own?
A: I love Harvard’s collection, and I’m really keen to see it reopen in its glory. 
As I was researching exhibitions from afar in the seat as the chief curator at 
Wexner Center for the Arts, often I’d find myself looking at the Harvard col-
lection and being aware that collection isn’t on view.
Q: Why be a director? Isn’t being a curator less stressful?
A: You’re looking at an institution from 35,000 feet rather than at the ground 
level.
Q: Should museums be free to the public?
A: I think every institution faces its own very specific set of economic chal-
lenges. My sense is for an institution like the Rose, [if we changed,] we’d 
drive away people we’d prefer to see at the museum for a gain that would 
mean very little.
Q: What advantage do you have by being at a smaller institution? What disad-
vantage?
A: If you assemble a team correctly, you can actually get more done than a 
much bigger battleship institution. It takes a level of commitment that maybe 
borders on masochism, but when it’s the right team, that masochism can actu-
ally be enjoyable. Disadvantage? There are certain bigger projects that are 
much more difficult to realize when you have a limited staff.

MIT List Visual Arts Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Director Paul Ha 

Q: What is the biggest challenge you face?
A: The List in a way is better known in New York and at Basel Miami than it 
is on campus. Sometimes when I’m getting a sandwich on campus, I will lean 
over to a student and say, “Do you know what the List is” and the say, ‘No.’ I 
want to get the message out better.
Q: Biggest surprise so far?
A: How much growth there’s been in contemporary art in Boston. As soon as I 
landed, the Isabella Steward Gardner Museum opened this beautiful space; the 
MFA opened its brand new space and, of course, the ICA.
Q: Is there one thing you wish people could see at your institution?
A: I would say the show-off piece for MIT is our public art collection. It’s all 
over campus. But it’s an open campus, so anybody just walking around, they 
can experience it.
Q: What’s your favorite museum in the Boston area, other than your own?
A: I would like to draw a Venn Diagram because I think all of us do different 
things but cross over very little.
Q: Why be a director? Isn’t being a curator less stressful?
AL If you asked a curator that question, they probably wouldn’t agree with 
you. You just bring different skill sets. The curators are the connoisseurs, the 
experts, and the directors are the boosters and fans of the curators.
Q: Should museums be free to the public?
A: In an ideal world, cultural institutions should be free. Symphonies should 
be free. Theater should be free. But then the public, which desires those 
things, they have to figure out how they can fund the exhibitions and fund the 
concerts and fund the performances.
Q: What advantage do you have being at a smaller institution? What disadvan-
tages?
A: One of the great things about working at a large institution is all of the 
mind power. But at the same time, one of the benefits of 

Boston Area Museums 
Get New Directors
 The Boston Globe reported that the last year has brought in a new wave 
of directors at several Boston area museums. Andrew Spear, John Tlumacki, 
and Mike Ritter of the Globe talked to several of them about their challenges, 
surprises, and more.

Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design 
Director John W. Smith

Q: What is the biggest challenge you face?
A: To increase our audience. There are still tremendous numbers of people 
in this region who either aren’t aware of the museum or for various reasons 
haven’t visited us.
Q: Biggest surprise so far?
A: Being connected to a great school of art and design gives us permission 
to do things a little bit differently. Just last year, a faculty member decided 
she wanted to have her students in the galleries copying works. That allows 
people from the outside to see what making a painting looks like and smells 
like.
Q: Is there one thing you wish people could see at your institution?
A: I have my own few favorite things, but we have these four Copley portraits 
that are sort of a little hidden in our Pendleton House. And they’re 
showstoppers.
Q: What’s your favorite museum in the Boston area?
A: I have a real fondness for the Isabella Steward Gardner Museum. I love the 
fact that there’s something that is so specific and special and sort of jewel-like 
about that museum. 
Q: Why be a director? Isn’t being a curator less stressful?
A: I don’t know that my curators would agree. For me, I love being a director 
here simply because it gives me an opportunity to look at the entire enterprise 
in a way.
Q: Should museums be free to the public?
A: If we could do that, that would be great. It’s something that the staff and 
I talk about frequently, about how we can continue to expand our free time. I 
certainly understand the debate.
Q: What advantage do you have by being at a smaller institution? What 
disadvantage?
A: Sometimes our infrastructure can’t always support our ambitions. Our 
space means that we can show less than 10 percent of our collection at any 
given time. One of the advantages is that it allows us to be a little more 
nimble.

Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University (MA)
Director Chris Bedford 

Q: What is the biggest challenge you face?
A: One very interesting, compelling opportunity for us at the moment is a 
healthy untapped acquisitions fund. There was a period of time when obvious-
ly the museum was director-less. Those holding down the fort very generously 
and very sensitively decided to reserve the funds for the incoming director.
Q: Biggest surprise so far?

A: I’ve been surprised 
by the depth of the col-
lection. You’re looking 
at about 7,500 objects 
of real quality. I wasn’t 
aware of the depth of 
prewar material in the 
collection.
Q: Is there one thing 
you wish people could 
see at your institution?
A: There’s a terrific 
early David Smith that I 
don’t think has been on 
view in a long time, and 
I’d like to find an ex-
cuse to show that gem James Karales, Lewis Marshall Carrying U.S. Flag, Selma to 

Montgomery March for Voting Rights in 1965, 1965. Vintage gelatin 
silver print. In “Witness to History,” Gibbes Museum of Art, SC

Norman Rockwell, The Problem We All Live With, 1963. Oil on canvas. In 
“American Chronicles,” Crocker Art Museum, CA

Continued on next page
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for important loans if you are able to give people, down the road, important 
loans.

Fruitlands Museum, Harvard University (MA) 
Wyona Lynch-McWhite

Q: What is the biggest challenge you face?
A: Making sure that people in the Boston area know about the museum. It’s 
a real hidden gem. We’ve been trying to form some partnerships with Boys 
and Girls Clubs so young audiences can come out and experience both the 
museum and the nature.
Q: Biggest surprise so far?
A: For me, just the richness of the collections. It just reminds me of how 
much more work I have to do to share them. If you like landscapes, knowing 
we have over 100 Hudson River landscapes is a surprise.
Q: Is there one thing you wish people could see at your institution?
A: If I had to pick one, I would want to make sure they saw the Alcott 
farmhouse. When you go down there and the space comes alive as you go 
into the rooms and think about the Alcott family, I think it makes a great 
connection.
Q: What’s your favorite museum in the Boston area, other than your own?
A: It’s not really fair to pick favorites. If you put that in the paper, no one’s 
going to invite me to lunch again. But the deCordova Museum and Sculpture 
Park. I’ve been so impressed with what they’ve been doing to expand the 
role of sculpture.
Q: Why be a director? Isn’t being a curator less stressful?
A: Being a director gives you a unique opportunity to shape, not just the 
present but hopefully the future of an institution. And if you love an insti-
tution as I do, you’re obsessed with the details, whether parking or how 
exhibitions turn out.
Q: Should museums be free to the public?
A: If you can’t afford to be free all the time, having certain times you can be 
free is important.
Q: What advantage do you have by being at a smaller institution? What 
disadvantage? 
A: If we decide to make a change, we can do it much quicker. If we have 
visitors going through the museum making comments and we want to 
change our labels, we’re small enough that in one week’s time we could take 
all our labels down and adjust them. The disadvantage is you have limited 
resources. We never have enough staff to cover the things we dream up.  ❒

working at a small institution is the quickness. Right now we’re adding a new 
position, which is campus and community outreach coordinator. I was able to 
create that without any committees or getting approval from the 
board. We saw a need and we just acted on it.

Fuller Craft Museum (MA) 
Jonathan Fairbanks

Q: What is the biggest challenge you face?
A; That’s always a matter of outreach and friends. All museums lose mem-
bers or sponsors who, for one reason or another, don’t come and participate 
anymore.
Q: Biggest surprise so far?
A: The resourcefulness of the staff. They’re just a blessing to work with. 
They know what needs to be done, they know how to do it, and they do it.
Q: Is there one thing you wish people could see at your institution?
A: A cabinet that we bought at auction. It’s dynamite. Everybody loves it, and 
it’s right up front when you come in the door. It’s worth a trip to Brockton 
just to see that one piece.
Q: What’s your favorite museum in the Boston area, other than your own?
A: You mean, other than the MFA? That is my own, too. [Fairbanks formerly 
served as an MFA curator.] I have several. It’s hard to avoid the MFA.
Q: Why be a director? Isn’t being a curator less stressful?
A: Yes and no. Most people think a curator’s job is to sit there and contem-
plate an object. But he has deadlines to meet, loan forms to get out, writing to 
do. Why be a director? A director’s job, as I see it, is to mainly clear the way 
so staff can effectively perform their tasks. If you don’t do that, you’re not a 
good director.
Q: Should museums be free to the public?
A: We can’t afford that. But if a philanthropic organization said look, if you 
put our name on your entrance, would you open for free? I would be very 
inclined to do that.
Q: What advantage do you have by being at a smaller institution? What 
disadvantage?
A: Advantage is the intimacy of the experience. Big museums have to be 
pretty severe about the measures of security, so everything is under glass. The 
disadvantage is visibility, gaining reviews and adequate public notice. You 
don’t have the clout here that you have in the big, urban museums.

Worcester Art Museum (MA)
Matthias Waschek

Q: What is the biggest challenge you face?
A: We are an encyclopedic museum. We are covering all the centuries and all 
the cultures. How do you find a narrative that is interesting enough for people 
to come to us and see us as a serious alternative to bigger museums with 
deeper collections like the MFA, which is just an hour from here?
Q: Biggest surprise so far?
A: The first work that this museum acquired is going to be in the galleries 
soon, but at this point it’s in my office. It is a bronze portrait of Jean-Léon 
Gérôme by French sculptor Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux. It’s of similar quality of 
early Rodins.
Q: Is there one thing you wish people could see at your institution?
A: My absolute favorite in this museum is Paul Gauguin’s The Brooding 
Woman. It’s our Mona Lisa.
Q: What’s your favorite museum in the Boston area?
A: I love the MFA. It’s a phenomenal collection, but it’s also an incredible 
way of reaching out to its constituencies. And they are not afraid of raising 
questions that others do not want to touch. To what point is a Harley David-
son art? Which is a phenomenal question to ask.
Q: Why be a director? Isn’t being a curator less stressful?
A: I think, although I was curator once, I always looked to have a broader 
impact than just looking at a collection. I would like to have an impact that 
goes beyond the scholarly world.
Q: Should museums be free to the public?
A: You can only ask this from context to context. A museum that gets public 
money is free. The MFA doesn’t get a dime. Nor do we, of public money. So 
you have to look at where is the best way of getting income.
Q: What advantage do you have by being at a smaller institution? What 
disadvantage?
A: Given the compactness of our collections, we can allow people to connect 
dots in a way they wouldn’t in a big museum. The disadvantage is that when 
you ask for art loans, you are not an important a player. You can only ask 

Helen K. Siegl, The Fox and the Crow. Woodcut, illustration from Aesop’s Fables. 
In “Animal Prints,” Academy Art Museum, MD 

Directors Continued
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Museums
 Museums have been and always will be priority information provid-
ers. Luxurious exhibition catalogues were consigned to the (not-so-often 
searched) archives soon after the excitement of an exhibition waned. Today, 
much to the sagacity of museum staff and executives, many museums are 
swiftly becoming online publishers. Out-of-print catalogues, related reviews, 

illustrations, and journals 
can be easily accessed 
online. 
 The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, for ex-
ample, initiated MetPub-
lications, which enables 
users to search more than 
600 catalogues, journals, 
and bulletins, including, 
as well, almost 150 out-
of-print books. More and 
more museums are plac-
ing astounding scholarly 
content and stunning il-
lustrations for the public 
to enjoy, free.
 The Getty Foun-
dation and the J. Paul 
Getty Museum in Los 
Angeles have created the 
Getty’s Online Scholarly 
Catalogue Initiative with 
the five-year mission of 
transforming the way 
museums disseminate 
information. The project, 
says Deborah Marrow, 
director of the founda-
tion, “will bring together 
a group of institutions—
the Art Institute  of 
Chicago, the Arthur M. 
Sackler Gallery and Freer 
Gallery of Art (DC), the 
Los Angeles County Mu-
seum of Art, the National 
Gallery of Art (DC), the 
San Francisco Museum 
of Modern Art, the Se-
attle Art Museum, the 
Tate Gallery in London, 
the Walker Art Center 
(MN), and the J. Paul 
Getty Museum—to work 
together to catalog online 

projects using research materials, audio, and video. 
 “Each museum is doing things its own way.” The Walker, for example, is 
digitizing new printed publications and experimenting further with print-on-
demand titles. In addition, it plans to introduce artworks, moving images, 
photographs, and ephemera drawn from the permanent collection onto its 
Web site. The Los Angeles County Museum (Lacma) has included a “read-
ing room” on its Web site, making out-of-print books and related materials 
available to the public. Three online catalogues of the collection are in the 
works: one on its holdings of Dutch paintings, a second on European art, 
and another on South East Asian art. “Next year we will have 20,000 high-
resolution images online, all free, so anyone can use them for a scholarly 
paper or put them on a T-shirt,” said Michael Govan, director of Lacma. 
“We find if we put out an e-book, it only increases print sales.”  q

Galleries
 Galleries around the world are holding shows that are often organized by 
museum curators and scholars, offer erudite catalogues, and sell nothing. 
Many of the artworks are lent by museums. An upper East Side gallery held 
a “Retrospective” (a new concept for galleries until recently) of Wayne Thie-
baud works, showing a cross section of his oeuvre from it’s beginnings across 
the decades; it was organized 
by John Wilmerding, a lead-
ing professor of American 
art at Princeton University. 
Works were borrowed from 
the artist’s studio, the family, 
and several major muse-
ums. Although there were 
things for sale, the professor 
believed in the project as a 
scholarly exhibition that just 
happened to be in a com-
mercial venue. “I’m doing it 
because the artist is worth it,” 
he said.
 
Curators
 Museum curators have 
jumped the divide between 
galleries and their former in-
stitutions. Joining the staff of 
a gallery, John Elderfield, for-
mer chief curator of painting 
and sculpture at the Museum 
of Modern Art (NY) said he 
decided on the change be-
cause a) he admired the gal-
lery’s shows, and b) “things 
are so different these days as 
the worlds of museums and 
galleries keep getting closer 
and closer.” Organizing an 
exhibition in a gallery has its 
advantages. Says Princeton’s 
Wilmerding, “They have the 
resources and are willing to 
put up the money. You can do 
a handsome catalogue in two 
months, not a year and a half, 
which is what it takes at most 
museums.” Unlike museums, 
where there are exhibition 
schedules to juggle and red 
tape to deal with, galleries are 
smaller, more agile opera-
tions, ready to leap forward quickly.
 
Foundations
 Some artist foundations—the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, 
for example—have been selling off their holdings and placing the remaining 
leftovers at auction houses (mostly online). The Robert Rauschenberg Foun-
dation rented space in lower New York City to exhibit works by other artists; 
only one work by Rauschenberg was on view. The exhibit was organized by 
an independent curator in cooperation with an artist.

Julius J. Lankes, Morning in Maine, 1956. Woodcut on paper. 
In “Julius J. Lankes and the Art of the American Woodcut,” Trout Gallery, PA

odd couplings in the Art World:
Galleries and Museums Find common Ground
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 In case you haven’t noticed, a burgeoning synergy between pawn shops 
and museums is afoot around the country. Credit the popular TV programs—
the Antiques Roadshow, American Pickers, Pawn Stars—that investigate 
statues of bears with clocks in their bellies, or tables or chests that have 
been in families for generations.
 Now, as shows go on the TV, dignified scholarly institutions are undertak-
ing similar tasks and answering similar questions: the Museum of Natural 
History, for example, and the North Carolina Museum of Art are inviting 
the public to come with their heirlooms for expert appraisal. “People think 
that museums and TV shows have little in common,” says Louise Mirrer, 
president and chief executive of the New-York Historical Society, “But there 
is tremendous crossover between these reality programs and our reality here 
on the intellectual and the emotional side.”
 And the connections extend beyond the museums’ “identification days” 
(days set aside for assessing objects) to outreach events in institutions across 
the country. Officials claim that these events come out of cultural changes 
rather than an attempt to corral some of the massive volume of viewers 
engaged by these programs. No noses-in-the-air or belittling here; museum 
officials admit their admiration for and enjoyment of the realities on TV, 
quickly noting whether or not their institutions had been used as backdrops 
for the on-air programs: the Tucson Museum of Art, the Mobile (AL) Mu-
seum of Art, the Utah Museum of Natural History, the Kirkland Museum 
(CO), the New-York Historical Society were all used as venues.
 In fact, far from mocking these efforts by the media, museum officials 
applaud them for helping the public develop a deeper appreciation for the 
value of objects. Their approval wanes, however, when it comes to the  
emphasis on TV of the monetary value of objects or paintings. Money, 
the primary source of suspense and anticipation on TV, is ignored in the 
museum world where, instead, assessments consider only the cultural and 
historical significance of a piece. Lawrence J. Wheeler, director of the North 
Carolina Museum of Art, believes, like many others, that an important part 
of the museum experience is to help viewers put aside questions about mon-
etary values. “You don’t walk around a museum saying, ‘That painting’s 
worth $50.000.’ You respond to something because it is an arresting work of 
art that is in a museum because it has value that transcends money.”
 Curiosity about the value of objects and how experts arrive at that value 

seems to occupy a larger segment of society than ever 
before, thanks to reality programming. Thus, museums 
are tapping into this curiosity by allowing the public 
behind the scenes. Conservation labs have been moved 
into public galleries. Research labs have been moved 
front and center. Mock-ups of archaeological digs 
explain the objects on exhibit as well as the  
techniques used to unearth them.
 J. Peter Zane summed up the synergy in a  
special Fine Arts section of The New York Times. 
“While reality art programs and museums are respond-
ing to similar cultural trends, their deepest connection 
involves a timeless emotion: the thrill of discovery. 
People who haunt flea markets and scour their attics 
for hidden gems are driven by the same emotions driv-
ing museum curators who spend years searching for 
masterpieces to strengthen their collections.
 “ ‘It’s a basic human trait that’s in our DNA,’ 
said Eli Wilner, a leading dealer in antique frames 
whose clients include the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, the Smithsonian Institution, and the White 
House. ‘Talk to people at the Getty Museum or the 
Met and you’ll find that what they are most proud of 
is the “lost” sculpture they have rediscovered, or the 
neglected artists whose work they have championed. 
Their feelings are not a lot different than the person 
who finds out that the strange object on the mantel is 
actually worth something.’ ”  ❒

reality tV Invades the Museum World: 
What’s that in the Attic??

Beatrice Cuming, Saturday Night, 
New London, 1938.  In “Art for Everyone,” 
Mattatuck Museum, CT 

Melissa Cameron, 
Bamboo Plate Set, 2009. 

Recycled bamboo, 
stainless steel cable, 

925 silver chain (pendant). 
In “Bridge 12,” Society for 
Contemporary Craft, PA
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notes about Some Artists  

Agnolo Bronzino, Rearing Horse, c. 1546–48. Black chalk. 
In “Fantasy and Invention,” The Morgan Library & Museum, NY.

Rosso Fiorentino, Holy Family with the Young Saint John the 
Baptist, ca. 1520. In “Fantasy and Invention”, The Morgan Library 
& Museum, NY. 

 Mannerism in Florentine Renaissance art is 
on display at the Morgan Library & Museum 
(NY) in its current exhibition “Fantasy and In-
vention: Rosso Fiorentino and Sixteenth-Cen-
tury Florentine Drawing.” Focusing on Rosso 
Fiorentino, the show also includes works by 
Fra Bartolommeo, Michelangelo Buonarroti, 
Andrea del Sarto, Jacopo Pontormo, Agnolo 
Bronzino, Francesco Salviati, and Giorgio 
Vasari. The following are some notes provided 
by the Morgan.

Mannerism
 The later Renaissance style known as Man-
nerism, or the maniera was characterized by 
extreme artifice, effortless grace and refine-
ment, and given to displays of fantasy, spatial 
ambiguity, and strange beauty. The style 
developed about 1520 simultaneously in Rome 
(in the circle of Raphael) and in Florence (in 
the work of artists associated with Andrea del 
Sarto).
 The style’s antecedent in the High Renais-
sance can be seen in paintings by Fra Barolom-
meo and Andrea del Sarto. It then moves on to 
Mannerism’s early stirrings in the art of Rosso 
and Pontormo and its elaboration by their 
younger contemporaries Salviati and Vasari. 
Finally, Mannerism’s more formal form came 
later in the century as exemplified in the work 
of Bronzino, Giovanni Battista Naldini, Alles-
sandro Allori, and others, many of whom were 
employed by the Medici family.

Rosso Fiorentino (1494-1540)
 In his Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, 
Sculptors, and Architects (1568), Giorgio Va-
sari described Rosso (“Rosso” because of his 

red hair; he was born Giovanni Battista 
di Jacopo de Guaspare in Florence) as al-
ways showing “the invention of a poet in 
the grouping of his figures, besides being 
bold and well grounded in draftsmanship, 
graceful in manner, sublime in the high-
est flights of imagination, and a master 
of beautiful composition.” The artist’s 
drawings, Vasari went on, “were held to 
be marvelous, for Rosso drew divinely 
well.”
 A gifted painter, draftsman, print 
designer, and master of stucco, Rosso 
was also a notoriously quirky and dif-
ficult person—he had a pet monkey; had 
trouble with patrons; acknowledged his 
own arrogance; ran afoul of and was 
blacklisted by the powerful cabal of art-
ists in Rome who had worked with the re-
cently deceased and revered Raphael; and 
may have committed suicide by poison. 
It seems likely that some of his personal-
ity quirks found expression in his art: highly 
original, emotional, and sometimes bizarre (as 
reported by patrons).

Fra Bartolommeo (1472-1517)
 Fra Bartolommeo was one of the first Ital-
ian artists to create pure landscape drawings 
directly observed from nature. Not all sites 
he painted can be identified, but the work 
displayed in “Fantasy and Invention” shows a 
convent in the Florentine countryside belong-
ing to the monastic order of Dominicans, to 
which Fra Bartolommeo professed vows in 
1500.

Michelangelo Buonarroti  
(1475-1564)

 In the mid-16th century in Flor-
ence, a debate known as the paragone 
(“comparison”) was waged over the 
comparative merits of painting versus 
sculpture. Sculptors favored sculpture; 
painters, painting. Michelangelo ad-
vocated for sculpture. And yet one of 
his followers, Daniele Da Volterra used 
Michelangelo’s drawings of David 
Beheading Goliath as studies for 
a painting of the same subject.  
Michelangelo’s written arguments 
were published, among others, in a 
volume by historian Benedetto Varchi.

Andrea del Sarto (1486-1530)
 Preeminent painter in Florence in the 
decades between 1510 and 1530, An-
drea del Sarto oversaw a busy work-
shop in whose ranks could be found 
Rosso, Pontormo, Vasari, and Salviati. 
His study of a figure mounting the 
stairs in a fresco of the Visitation in 
the Chiostro dello Scalzo was one of 
major importance in the Florentine 
High Renaissance.

Jacopo Pontormo (1494-1556)
 Having worked in the studio of Andrea del 
Sarto in the 1510s, Pontormo, by the end of the 
decade, became one of the leading proponents 
of Florentine Mannerism. He often favored red 
chalk when creating the vacant-eyed, elon-
gated, and muscular, yet weightless figures that 
characterize his style.

Angelo Bronzino (1503-1573)
 Bronzino’s drawing of a horse, originally 
attributed to Allessandro Allori, who was his 
student and adoptive son, derives from the 
monumental Horse Tamers, a classical antiq-
uity mounted on the Quirinal Hill in Rome. 
Bronzino must have made his study during a 
trip to Rome in the later 1540s. 
 
Francesco Salviati (1510-1563)
 A prolific and inventive draftsman, the ill-
tempered Salviati divided his career between 
Florence and Rome, working for powerful 
patrons in both cities, among them the Medici 
and the Farnese.

Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574)
 In addition to his writings, Vasari was a 
painter and architect retained as court artist by 
Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici. He oversaw a large 
workshop and was engaged in the decoration 
and refurbishing of the vast Palazzo Vecchio, 
the medieval town hall of Florence that was 
converted into a palace by Duke Cosimo. The 
carefully rendered design is one of Vasari’s 
most celebrated drawings—a study for a ceil-
ing illustrating scenes from the life of Lorenzo 
de’ Medici, the de facto head of the Florentine 
government in the late 15th century. ❒
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news BrIEFS
New at Hamilton College
 The Ruth and Elmer Wellin Museum 
of Art opened on the Hamilton College 
(Clinton, NY) campus in October 2012. The 
new 30,000-square-foot facility houses a 
6,200-square-foot flexible exhibition space, 
soaring 27-foot-high glass cases holding much 
of the museum’s collection of art and artifacts, 
classrooms for object study, and an intimate 
space for lectures, panel discussions, and film 
screenings. Visible archives and open storage 
allows immediate access to the collection. 
In fact, by bringing the classroom into the 
museum, the facility functions as a teaching 
laboratory while at the same time serving the 
community through its exhibitions.

Children Will Be Served
 The National Children’s Museum (MD) 
opened its doors on Friday, December 14, 
2012. The 18,000-square-foot space is located 
at National Harbor in Prince George’s County. 
Officials estimate that it will serve some 
480,000 children and families annually, 80% 
hailing from the Washington, DC, area.
 Two main exhibit areas support the muse-
um’s mission to inspire children to care about 
and improve the world. The Three and Under 
gallery, designed in partnership with Sesame 
Workshop, functions as a center for the devel-
opmental needs and interests of the youngest 
visitors. The Our World section introduces 
children to the responsibilities and rewards 
of global and community citizenship through 
three areas: Map Zone, My Town, and  
World Cultures. Both areas offer staff-led 
programming.

Memory Book Goes On-line
 The Smithsonian’s National Postal Mu-
seum (DC) announced the launch of a new 
digital memory book, “People and the Post” 
(www.memorybook.si.edu). The site collects 
and publishes stories from current and former 
employees of the Postal Service; stories can  
be accompanied by text, video, audio, and 
photographs.
 The museum is engaged in presenting the 
history of the nation’s mail service and show-
casing one of the largest and most compre-
hensive collections of stamps and philatelic 
material in the world.  

“Your Art Needs You”
 With this title of its current exhibition, the 
Westmoreland Museum of American Art 
(PA) leads into educating the public about the 
care and conservation that goes into preserving 
a valued collection. The museum has chosen to 
exhibit diverse pieces from the collection that 
are in need of conservation. The goal: to show 
visitors how art can change over the years and 
how it can be returned to its original beauty.
 Funding from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities in 2010 and the Greensburg 
Foundation Fund of the Community Foun-
dation of Westmoreland County enabled a 
conservations survey of 573 paintings. Sixteen 
paintings chosen from that survey this year 
have been or are being treated.
 Based on the survey, the cost of conserving 
these paintings, sculptures, and frames range 

from $275 to $16,000. Visitors are invited to 
“adopt” a work of art either individually or as 
a group by donating funds to either a specific 
work (in which case it would be “adopted”) or 
to a general conservation fund. Once conserved, 
the works will be ready for installation in the 
museum’s newly renovated galleries following 
the expansion now in progress.
 All adopters will be credited on a special wall 
label for one year following the re-installation. 
In addition, patrons will receive a certificate 
of adoption for the chosen object, a one-year 
membership to the museum, and recognition in 
the annual report. 

Artscape Prize 
Moves to Walters
 Every year the Janet and Walter Sondheim 
Artscape Prize is awarded to the winner of a 
competition that concludes with 
an exhibition of the finalists. The 
entire event was formerly held 
at the Baltimore Museum of Art. 
This year, because of renova-
tions in progress at the BMA, 
the exhibition and the following 
award ceremony will be held at 
the Walters Art Museum (MD). 
In fact, the Walters has partnered 
with the Baltimore Office of Pro-
motion and the Arts to ensure the 
continuation of the competition. 
The prize awards a $25,000 fel-
lowship to assist in furthering the 
career of a visual artist or artist 
collaborators living and working 
in the Greater Baltimore region.
 The Sondheim Artscape Prize 
finalists’ exhibition will take 
place June 29-Aug. 11, 2013.

Picture Book Art 
Takes Center Stage
 The Eric Carle Museum of 
Picture Book Art in Amherst, 
MA, celebrated its 10th anniver-
sary in November 2012 with the 
museum’s first major permanent 
collection exhibition, “Iconic 
Images: 10 Years of Collecting 
for the Carle.” The exhibition 
includes works by masters of 
the past such as Bemelmans, 
Lionni, Lobel, Sendak, Steig, 
and Zemach, as well as contemporary artists 
Carle, Feiffer, Mathers, and others. Barbar, 
Shrek, Frog and Toad, and Madeline are among 
the familiar characters represented.
 Inspired by the picture book art museums 
they found in Japan, author and illustrator Eric 
Carle and his wife Barbara, founded the Eric 
Carle Museum of Picture Book Art in 2002. It 
is the only full-scale museum of its kind in the 
U.S. A 40,000 square foot facility, it has served 
more that half a million visitors in its 10 years 
in existence, including 30,000 schoolchildren. 
Resources abound: a collection of more than 
10,000 picture book illustrations, three art gal-
leries, an art studio, a theater, picture book and 
scholarly libraries, and educational programs 
for families, scholars, educators, and school-
children.

BMW Guggenheim Lab 
Moves to Mumbai
 The global journey of the BMW Gug-
genheim Lab has come to a temporary halt 
in Mumbai (Dec. 9-Jan. 20). Presented in 
collaboration with the Dr. Bhau Daji Lad 
Museum, the Lab offers free programming at 
multiple sites throughout the city. Mumbai is 
the third stop of the mobile project, following 
New York and Berlin.
 Part urban think tank, part community center 
and public gathering space, the BMW Lab is 
a pioneering global initiative aimed at raising 
awareness of important urban challenges and 
inspiring an ongoing conversation in cities 
around the world. It is a joint initiative of the 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation and the 
BMW Group.

Mosaic Finds New Home 
in Newark
 The central panel of a three-mural marble 
mosaic depicting Hercules sailing past the 
Rock of Gibralter has been relocated to the 
Newark Museum (NJ), after some 39 years 
on the lobby walls of Prudential Financial’s 
corporate headquarters. It was executed by 
artist Hildreth Meière in 1959, and installed in 
1960. Other works by Meière can be found all 
over New York City: the roundels on the side 
of Radio City Music Hall, St. Bartholomews 
Church, Temple Emanu-El, and the Red and 
Gold Banking Room at One Wall Street, 
among others. 

Hayv Kahraman, Migrant 8, 2010. Oil on panel. 
In “The Jameel Prize,” Cantor Arts Center, CA

Continued on next page
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 The other two panels of the complete work 
have been donated to Harvard University  
Center for Hellenic Studies Center in  
Washington, D.C.

Ancient Work 
Studied and Shown
 The Georgia Museum of Art at the Univer-
sity of Georgia, in collaboration with UGA’s 
Franklin College of Arts and Sciences and 
the University of Mississippi Museum, will 
conduct the “Object in Focus: The Orpheus 
Relief Project” through March 31. The project 
involves the public exhibition and interdisci-
plinary study of an important but little known 
ancient marble relief which is in the David M. 
Robinson Memorial Collection of Greek and 
Roman Art at the University of Mississippi 
Museum. The project involves 
working with UFA’s Center for 
Applied Isotope Studies, the 
departments of chemistry and 
classics, and the Center for Ar-
chaeological Science.
 The figure under inspection, 
with its traces of ancient paint, is 
of Hermes, the Greek messenger 
god. It survives from a larger, 
three-figured composition depict-
ing the god escorting Eurydice 
to the Underworld during her 
final parting from Orpheus. The 
larger composition, known as the 
Orpheus Relief, is a celebrated ex-
ample of Greek sculpture from the 
High Classical period, c. 450-400 
B.C. Three other Roman cop-
ies are housed in Naples, Rome, 
and Paris. From the 1st century 
B.C. to the 2nd, precise marble 
reproductions of these admired 
“antique” works of Greek art were 
produced for display in the private 
luxury villas of the Roman elite.

After the Flood
 The Preservation Assistance Division of the 
U.S. National Park Service has some advice:
 “After the flood waters begin to recede, the 
focus of relief efforts becomes returning things 
to normal. During this phase many historic 
structures and properties are needlessly lost 
and damaged through hasty cleanup proce-
dures. The best way to help prevent additional 
damage to an historic district, property, or 
structure and to maintain its integrity and char-
acter during these times of duress is by using 
proper caution and concern.
 “While the water is receding, plan the future 
steps to rehabilitation and restoration care-
fully. Each decision made today affects future 
decisions which will need to be made tomor-
row. The following areas of concern should be 
addressed during planning.
 “Personal Safety: The First Priority  
 • Return to the area only after it has been 
declared safe by local emergency management 
officials. Follow all emergency rules, laws,  
and regulations.
 • Identify potential hazards and solicit 
expert advice and assistance to minimize the 
dangers. Report and stay clear from loose 

power lines or damaged utilities. 
 • Turn off all utilities associated with the 
historic property to prevent further damage and 
minimize future hazards.
 “Documentation: Developing a Condition 
Assessment Report
 • Prepare a visual record showing the scope 
of the disaster and the damage to the historic 
fabric. This is best done through annotated 
photographs and narrated videotape taken 
before the cleanup actually happens.
 • Create an inventory of found items, dis-
lodged architectural features, decorative frag-
ments, furnishing, collections, etc. DO NOT 
THROW AWAY MATERIALS AT WILL. 
Many items may prove their value as the sur-
rounding restoration or rehabilitation projects 
proceed. 

• Use the gathered information to have a team 
of preservation professionals develop a priori-
tized plan of stabilization, repair and restora-
tion.”
[For more technical information see Conserva-
tion OnLine.]

Walters Takes Paintings 
“Off the Wall”
 The Walters Art Museum (MD) has part-
nered with 25 local organizations to present 
“Off the Wall,” an open-air exhibition that 
brings reproduced classic paintings to main 
street and outdoor spaces. The museum has 
replicated paintings on weather-resistant vinyl, 
placed them in period-correct frames, and 
mounted them to commercial walls and “plant-
ed” them in parks. This phase of the project 
will remain up through April. Phase two—the 
same works placed in new locations—will 
remain in place from July through December. 
The effort is sponsored by CFG Community 
Bank with a grant of $15,000.
 Each framed reproduction comes with a 
label that names the work and describes the 
project. A Quick Response (QR) code next to 

each work can be scanned with a Smartphone, 
leading to a more detailed description on the 
Walters’ works of art site. Partner locations 
distribute maps showing all 25 works, and a 
printable version of the map can be found at 
http://thewalters.org/offthewall/.
 Many of the reproductions refer to their 
locations:

• On the brick façade of The Darker than Blue 
Café, “where blues and jazz meet great food,” 
is Figaro’s Shop, a scene set in Rome in which 
a young gypsy strums a guitar while men in 
frock coats play checkers

• Painted in the 17th century, The Archdukes 
Albert and Isabella Visiting a Collector’s Cabi-
net, depicting a Flemish collector’s room of 
rare and artistic objects, is placed on the side 
wall of an antique shop.

• The 19th cen-
tury painting, Bunch of 
Grapes, is located on 
the wall of an Italian 
restaurant.

• Painted in 1880, 
Syria, The Night Watch, 
a moonlit scene of 
lions among ancient 
ruins is attached to the 
lion cage display at the 
Maryland Zoo.

• The Tulip Folly was 
unveiled by Baltimore 
Mayor Stephanie Raw-
lings at City Hall at 
an event that featured 
a costumed nobleman 
giving tulip bulbs to 
those in attendance.
 “Off the Wall is 
a reminder that the 
Walters’ collection 
belongs to the people 

of Baltimore. We hope these reproductions 
spark curiosity and inspire people to see the 
originals, says Director Gary Vikan.

Drawing Center Reopens
 The Drawing Center (NY) held its reopen-
ing reception after a yearlong hiatus during 
which its newly transformed, storefront space 
expanded into the floors above and below 
while the façade retains its iconic off-white 
storefront. The venerable cast-iron building 
provides 50 percent more exhibition and public 
space, including a pair of ground-floor well lit 
and flexible galleries and, on the lower level, 
an education center and gallery.
 The inaugural exhibition, which closed in 
December was “Guillermo Kujtea: Diarios,” a 
first museum showing in the U.S. of works in 
a series that is considered the most personal in 
his oeuvre.

Broad Museum 
Goes International
 Opening on the Michigan State Univer-
sity campus in November 2012, the angular 
new Broad Art Museum, designed by Zaha 
Hadid, aims to look beyond its venue to the 

Christopher Blossom, The Down Easter Henry B. Hyde Preparing to Anchor, San 
Francisco Bay. Oil. In “15th National Exhibitionof the American Society of Marine 
Artists,” Haggin Museum, CA

Continued on next page
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wider world. International outreach, says the 
museum’s director Michael Rush, is embed-
ded within the university’s history. Now the 
museum’s worldwide incentives include work-
ing with artist-run spaces and cultural venues 
in cities including Guangzhou, Ho Chi Minh 
City, São Paulo, Istanbul, and Dubai; videos 
streamed live feeds from those sites at the 
opening. In another step toward international-
ism, Rush hired Chunchen Wang from the 
Museum of the Central Academy of Fine Arts 
in Beijing, to serve as an adjunct curator—
the first mainland Chinese curator in a U.S. 
museum. 
  A world view was also reflected in the 
opening exhibitions with works commis-
sioned from artists in China, Vietnam, Iran, 
and Turkey. In the exhibition “Global Groove: 
1973/2012,” a work by Nam June Paik inspires 
an examination of contemporary trends. And in 
“In Search of Time,” works from the Broad’s 
collection were shown, mixing the old with the 
new to “expand people’s understanding of the 
contemporary by showing links to the past.” 

Google’s Art Project Expands
 Google has partnered with the Marshall M. 
Fredericks Sculpture Museum at Saginaw 
Valley State University (MI) to bring its Art 
Project to the U.S. The association is part 
of a global expansion of the project, which 
now counts 180 partners in over 40 countries. 

The latest additions bring 10 
percent more art to the site, 
taking the total number of high 
resolution images to more than 
35,000.
 A Google user can explore 
works at the Istanbul Modern 
Art Museum or from the Art 
Gallery of South Australia, 
access the treasures of the 
Palazzo Vecchio in Italy, view 
scenes from the National Ballet 
of Canada, or look at pre-
Columbian art from Peru and 
decorative arts from China.
 Added to the Art Project 
experience are: 1. A tool called 
“Compare” that allows you to 
examine two pieces of artwork 
side-by-side—see how an 
artist’s technique evolved over 
time, compare decorative arts 
across cultures, delve into two 
sections of the same artwork—
and  2. The new Google Hang-
out application, which lets 
visitors create a personalized 
guided tour, invite friends to share and discuss 
favorite works by video chatting, and follow 
tours guided by experts.
 Under the auspices of the Cultural Institute, 
Google is producing high resolution images of 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, digitizing the archives of 
famous figures such as Nelson Mandela, and 
bringing online the historical archives of many 
institutions in the shape of online exhibitions. 
The head of Art Project, Google, Amit Sood 
comments: “We have visitors to the Art Project 
from people ranging from Brazil, to India, to 
Japan. Far from slowing down, the appetite for 
bringing art online is growing….it’s an excit-
ing time for art lovers.”

Awards, Prizes, Grants, Gifts:
Chicago Supports Writers
 The Chicago Community Trust announced 
a grant award to the American Writers Mu-
seum Foundation, which is in the process of 
establishing the first national museum in the 
U.S. dedicated to American writers. The grant 
money enabled the foundation to select a mu-
seum consultant to conduct a feasibility study 
and a museum site analysis in order to start on 
the road to fulfilling its mission: to establish 
the first national museum in the U.S, dedicated 
to engaging the public in celebrating American 
writers and exploring their influence on our 
history, our identity, our culture, and our  
daily lives.

Barnes Awarded Certification
 The Barnes Foundation was awarded a 
LEED Platinum Award in September 2012 
said U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) 
President and CEO Rich Fedrizzi. The founda-
tion’s new building is the first major art and 
education institution in the country to achieve 
this highest level of environmental certification 
from the USGBC. It was certified under the 

council’s Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design (LEED) rating system at a press 
event held at the foundation.
 Accepting the award, Executive Director 
and President of the Barnes Foundation Derek 
Gillman’s thanks and praise went to Tod Wil-
liams and Billie Tsien and their design team, 
who achieved the goal set forth: to create a 
beautiful, functional, and sustainable home for 
the collection. “The most apparent example of 
this is the lighting of the art collection, which 
has been greatly improved. The immensely so-
phisticated filtering of natural light throughout 
the building and galleries is not only stunning, 
it also reduces electrical usage.” In addition to 
site selection that focused on redevelopment 
and accessibility, other green project elements 
include significant energy use reduction; a 
vegetated roof; materials selection of rapidly 
renewable,  local, and recycled content (in-
cluding floors reclaimed from Coney Island’s 
boardwalk); and water efficiency measures 
both inside and outside the building. A design 
that reduces potable water consumption by  
44 percent, works in concert with plants in the 
beautiful gardens surrounding the building, 
which were chosen in part for their hardiness 
and drought tolerance.
 In addition to the LEED award, the Barnes 
Foundation will receive a significant rebate 
from PECO as part of PECO Smart Construc-
tion Incentives, a program that rewards com-
mercial and industrial customers (including 
businesses, government institutions, and non-
profits) with rebates for the use of energy effi-
cient building products. The program encour-
ages building designers, developers, engineers, 
and architects to incorporate energy-efficient 
measures into their designs. The result is a 
building that surpasses building standards, uses 
less energy, saves money, and helps protect the 
environment.

Hermes, a segment from the Roman reproduction of the earlier Greek Orpheus Relief. 
At the Georgia Museum Of Art.

Continued on next page

Izhar Patkin, Salonière, 1998. Collage on paper. 
The Jewish Museum, NY
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Definitions
 The U.S. Green Building Council (US-
GBC) is a 501c3 nonprofit organization com-
mitted to a prosperous and sustainable future 
through cost-efficient and energy-saving green 
buildings. USGBC works toward its mission 
of market transformation through its LEED 
green building certification program, robust 
educational offerings, a nationwide network of 
chapters and affiliates, the annual Greenbuild 
International Conference & Expo, professional 
credentials, and advocacy in support of public 
policy that encourages and enables green 
buildings and communities.
 The LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) green building  
program is a voluntary, consensus-based  
global rating system for buildings, homes, 
and communities that are designed,  
constructed, maintained, and operated for 
improved environmental and human health 
performance. LEED addresses all building 
types emphasizing state-of-the-art strate-
gies in: sustainable site development, water 
savings, energy efficiency, materials and 
resources selection, locations and linkages, 
awareness and education, indoor environ-
mental quality, innovation and education, and 
regional priorities.

Hugo Boss 2012 
Goes to Danh Vo
 Danh Vo is the ninth artist to receive the 
Hugo Boss Prize, a biennial honor, estab-
lished in 1996 by the Solomon R. Guggen-
heim Museum and Foundation and Hugo 
Boss AG to recognize significant achievement 
in contemporary art. The prize carries an 
award of $100,000 and is administered by the 
Guggenheim Foundation. Vo’s work will be 
on view at the Guggenheim Museum in spring 
2013.

     Vo, born in Vietnam in 1975, was  
chosen from a group of six strong finalists. 
His “assured and subtle work,” said the jury, 
“expresses a number of urgent concerns re-
lated to cultural identity, politics, and history, 
evoking these themes through shifting, poetic 
forms that traverse time and geography.”

Nasher Receives Gift 
from Nasher/Haemisegger
 Nancy A. Nasher and her husband David 
J. Haemisegger have given $5 million to the 
Nasher Museum of Art (NC) at Duke Uni-
versity to create two new endowments, one 
for a visiting curatorship ($1 million), and 
one for the acquisition of modern art 
($4 million).
 President of the university Richard H. 
Brodhead said that this new commitment by 
the Nasher/Haemisegger family reflects “their 
deep understanding of the many ways the 
Nasher Museum enriches the Duke commu-
nity, enhances the educational experience for 
our students, and extends Duke’s welcome to 
Durham and the region.”
 Kimmerly Roschach, the museum’s direc-
tor added, “This extraordinary gift is trans-
formative for the Nasher Museum and marks 
a milestone in our development. The Nasher/
Haemisegger family has provided significant 
ongoing resources for building our collection 
and allowing us to deepen and broaden our 
curatorial expertise, which in turn permits us 
to expand our exhibition program and use our 
collection much more effectively….”

Contemporary Ceramicist 
Awarded 
 The Smithsonian American Art Museum 
(DC) announced that Kathy Butterly is the 
2012 winner of its Contemporary Artist 

Award. She was selected by an independent 
panel of jurors who recognized her as “an in-
ventive and independent sculptor whose work 
reflects the fading boundary between craft 
and contemporary art.”
 Butterly is the 10th winner of the $25,000 
award, which recognizes artists under the age 
of 50 who have produced significant bodies of 
work and demonstrated exceptional creativ-
ity. “This year’s winner is a bold choice,” 
commented Elizabeth Broun, director of the 
museum. “Rewarding a ceramicist signals a 
welcome openness in today’s contemporary 
art world.”
 Jurors said, “Butterly’s voluptuous ceramic 
objects explode traditional conceptions of 
earthenware art through careful manipulation 
of the medium, resulting in unconventional 
forms, colors and surfaces. Her small, nu-
anced, labor-intensive sculptures are richly 
communicative and wildly imaginative….”

Architects Award 
Michener’s New Pavilion 
 The Philadelphia Chapter of the American 
Institute of Architects has awarded the Edgar 
N. Putman Event Pavilion at the James A. 
Michener Art Museum with its highest 
honor—a Gold Medal for Design Excel-
lence. The 3,400-square-foot pavilion, an all 
glass structure open for special events, was 
designed by Philadelphia-based architects 
Kiernan Timberlake to accommodate large 
public programs and simultaneously held 
multiple museum programs. It is “cohesive, 
elegant space that further adds to the aesthet-
ics that define the museum operation,” said 
Lisa Tremper Hanover, director of the mu-
seum. “Its function as a multi-purpose space 
has already yielded positive results and rave 
reviews.”  ❒

Kenneth Hayes Milller, Leaving the Shop, 
1929. Etching on paper. In “Keeping Art 
Alive,” Harnett Museum of Art, VA

Vincent Van Gogh, Self-portrait, 1889. 
In “Self-Portrait,” Norton Simon Museum, CA
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Alabama
Tennessee Valley Museum of Art, Tus-
cumbia q “Nicola Ginzel: Language, Symbol, 
Artifact” (Mar. 8) The ephemera of daily life 
transformed into objects relevant to memory, 
culture, and language.

Arizona
Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff q 
“Arizona’s Pioneering Women Artists” (May 
12) A tribute to the women artists (they out-
numbered the men artists) who traveled west 
making their living by depicting the beauty of 
the region.

California
Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film 
Archive, University of California, Berkeley q 
“Silence” (Apr. 28) Following the precepts of 
composer John Cage on his 100th birthday—
that there is always something to see, some-
thing to hear—the museum presents a century 
of modern and contemporary art and film that 
focuses on the spiritual, existential, and politi-
cal aspects of silence.

Oakland Museum of 
California ❒ “Playing 
with Fire: Artists of the 
California Studio Glass 
Movement” (Mar. 24) 
A sampling of studio 
glass, evolving from its 
experimental beginnings 
some 50 years ago to the 
more conceptual forms 
of today; the exhibition 
celebrates the 50th anni-
versary of the movement 
in the U.S.

Norton Simon Museum, Pasadena 
❒ “Self-Portrait” (Mar. 4) Installation 
of van Gogh’s 1889 portrait, painted 
as he recovered from a breakdown 
in Saint-Remy; first time viewed on 
the West coast, having traveled from 
the National Gallery of Art through 
a special exchange program between 
the two institutions.

Crocker Art Museum, Sacramento 
❒ “American Chronicles: The Art 
of Norman Rockwell” (Feb. 3) The 
evolution of Rockwell’s art, from 
carefully choreographed scenes of childhood 
innocence to evocative images of Southern re-
sistance to segregation; the iconic story-telling 
artist. ❒ “Celestial Realms: The Art of Nepal 
from California Collections” (Feb. 10) Paint-
ings, ritual objects, and sculpture dating from 
the 8th to the 19th centuries, many objects on 
public display for the first time.

San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles ❒ 
Through Apr. 28: “Folk Indian Textiles from 
the Collection of Carol Summers” Utilitarian 
and festive textiles many acquired in India, 
Bangladesh, and other proximate areas, col-
lected with an appreciation for the beauty of 
their design and craftsmanship rather than 
their perfection; “Meditation in Space & Time: 
Janco Sato Pollack, Sutra Chants Hangings 

and Stitch by Stitch Mandalas” Meditative 
site-specific installation, Sky Cloud, a group 
of large-format, vertical, scroll-like hangings 
and a hand-stitched mandala. ❒ “Collecting 
Treasures: Celebrating 35 Years” (Feb. 3)

Cantor Arts Center, Stanford University, 
Stanford ❒ “The Jameel Prize: Art Inspired by 
Islamic Tradition” (Mar. 10) The work of 10 
artists selected as finalists for this international 
award bestowed by the Victoria and Albert 
Museum in London; the works, including the 
winning entry, draw on the artists’ own local 
and regional traditions, with strong references 
to traditional Islamic art. ❒ “Faculty Focus: 
Where is Chopin? By Jaroslaw Kapuscinski” 
(Mar. 3) Three-channel visual projection show-
ing individual reactions to the 24 Preludes 
Op. 28; the psychological, perceptual, and 
cognitive processes of music. ❒ “Drawings 
from Los Angeles in the 1960s and 1970s: The 
Marmor Collection” (Feb. 4) 
A range of works from illu-
sionists Ruscha and Celmins, 

and the zany John Altoon. ❒ “Cristian Mar-
clay’s Video Quartet” (Feb. 10) Four-channel 
video presents montages from more than 700 
Hollywood films with the common theme of 
music. ❒ “A War on Modern Art: The 75th 
Anniversary of the Degenerate Art Exhibition” 
(Feb. 24) Hitler hoped to turn public opinion 
against modern art with this Entartete Kunst 
(“Degenerate Art”) exhibition in Munich in 
1937. Several of the works can be seen here. ❒ 
“School of Fontainebleau: Prints from the Kirk 
Edward Long Collection” (Mar. 10) Etchings 
by artists who reproduced the designs created 
for Fontainebleau, King Francis I’s newly 
renovated royal residence.

Haggin Museum, Stockton ❒ “15th National 
Exhibition of the American Society of Marine 

Artists” (Mar. 3) From paintings of ships and 
seascapes to marine life and coastal scenes, 
representational artworks by the best of the 
society’s members.

Colorado
Center for Visual Art, Metropolitan State 
University, Denver ❒ “Semblance” (Apr. 13) 
❒ “In Situ: Kim Dickey, Humberto Duque, 
Isabelle Hayeur, Ximena Labra” (Feb. 9) 

Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver ❒ 
“Postcript: Writing After Conceptual Art” 
(Feb. 3) Artists and writers explore the artistic 
possibilities of language: paintings, sculpture, 
installation, video, and works on paper that 
raise questions about how we read, look at, 
hear, and process language today.

Museum of Outdoor Arts, Englewood ❒ 
“Faux Show” (Feb. 23) A playful look at the 

icons of modern art; 
appreciating/satiriz-
ing some of the great 
contemporary artists.

Delaware
Hagley Museum and 
Library, Wilming-
ton ❒ “100 Years 
of Picturing the 
Nation’s Business: 
Photographs from 
the Collection of the 
Chamber of Com-
merce of the United 
States of America” A 
pictorial survey show-
ing the chamber’s role 
in ensuring the growth 
of the U.S. economy, 
on the 100th anni-

versary of that body; 
images by the great 
photographers of the 
century include the 
stock market crash, 
the aftermath of the 
Dust Bowl, and the 
Titanic sinking, as well 
as the beginnings of 
big companies such as 

Ford and American Airlines.

District of Columbia
Renwick Gallery ❒ “40 under 40: Craft 
Futures” (Feb. 3) Works by artists born since 
1972, the year the Renwick was established 
as the Smithsonian’s branch for craft and 
decorative arts, and created since 9/11/2001, 
all reflecting new approaches to our changed 
world.

Smithsonian American Art Museum ❒ 
“The Civil War and American Art” (Apr. 28) 
Genre and landscape paintings examine how 
America’s artists represented the impact of the 
Civil War and its aftermath; works describe 
the unease on the eve of war, the optimism and 
then pessimism about the conclusion of hostili-
ties, the awareness of emancipation, and the 
need for reconciliation. 

Clockwise from top left: 
Frederic Edwin Church, 
Our Banner in the 
Sky, 1861. Oil on paper; 
Winslow Homer, Home, 
Sweet Home, about 1863. 
Oil on canvas.
Eastman Johnson A Ride 
for Liberty—The Fugitive Slaves, 
March 2, 1862, 1862. 
Oil on board.; 
All in “The Civil War and 
American Art”, Smithsonian 
American Art Museum, DC
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Connecticut
Bruce Museum, Greenwich ❒ “Let It Snow! 
Children’s Book Art” (Feb. 24) Original 
artworks from favorite illustrators, including 
many living in the Connecticut region, in a 
range of media including pen and ink, colored 
pencil, oil, watercolor, gouache, papercut, col-
lage, and digital media.

Mattatuck Museum, Waterbury ❒ “Art for 
Everyone: The Federal Art Project in Connecti-
cut” (Feb. 5) Some of the lost product (some 
5,000 works) of the FAP, retrieved, collected, 
and catalogued by the common efforts of the 
Mattatuck Museum and the Connecticut State 
Library.

Florida
Frost Art Museum, Florida International 
University, Miami ❒ “Iván Navarro: fluores-
cent Light Sculptures” (Jan. 27) Floor and 
wall sculptures and videos that illuminate the 
progression of his themes.

Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg ❒ “The 
Art of Golf” (Feb. 17) Rembrandt, Hassam, 
Bellows, Rockwell, Warhol, and others in-
spired by the game.

Albin Polasek Museum & Sculpture Gar-
dens, Winter Park ❒ “Life in the Fast Lane: 
The Art of David Delong” (Apr. 14) Realist 
painter and motorcycle racer, intrigued with 
the motorcycle as a metaphor for life and art: 
paintings, drawings, and etchings depict the 
culture of racing.

Georgia
Georgia Museum of Art,  Athens  ❒ “John 
Haley: Berkeley School Abstract Expression-
ist” (Mar. 3) Paintings from the 1950s and 60s 
illustrate the turmoil in American art when 
experimentation reinvigorated the arts after the 
war. ❒ “Minna Citron: The Uncharted Course 
from Realism to Abstraction” (Mar. 21) A 
feminist early approach to images of everyday 
life in New York City, and later abstract cre-
ations about a woman’s (the artist’s) emotions, 
actions, and ideas. * “Americans in Italy” (Apr. 
21) The product resulting from 17th-19th-cen-
tury Americans’ “Grand Tour,” the traditional 
educational journey taken by mainly upper-
class young men to enrich their experience of 
European art. * “Water Music” (Feb. 2-Mar. 
10) Diverse visual perspectives on the theme of 
water and the idea of water music.

Illinois
Tarble Art Center, Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity, Charleston ❒ Through Feb. 24: “Martin 
Schoeller: Close Up” Large-scale photograph-
ic, hyper-real portraits; “Symbiosis: An Instal-
lation by Mi-Kyoung Lee”; “19th Biennial 
Drawing/Watercolor: Illinois” Juror-selected 
works by Illinois artists in a variety of drawing 
media.

NIU Art Museum, Northern Illinois Univer-
sity, DeKalb ❒ “Vice/Virtue” (Feb. 23) The 
dynamics of particular vices and virtues and 
the areas of overlap and intersection.

Freeport Art Museum ❒ “Regional Juried 
Exhibition IX” (Feb. 9) Work by artists 
living in the tri-state area of Illinois, 
Wisconsin, and Iowa

Krannert Art Museum, University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign ❒ “Blind 
Field” (Mar. 31) Artists working in 
Brazil offer a critical perspective on 
processes of transition within contem-
porary society—the public spaces, the 
streets, the computer screens: the notion 
of potentiality in an emerging Brazil is a 
mirage that blinds its citizens to the re-
ality of the present. ❒ Through Apr. 28: 
“Jacob Lawrence: Toussant L’Ouverture 
Series” Paintings by a black artist on 
the life of L’Ouverture, the man who led 
the founding of Haiti in 1791 to create 
the first republic established by former 
slaves; “Processing the Everyday” An 
examination of the process of art mak-
ing illuminates our own everyday lives.

Kansas
Dane G. Hansen Museum, Logan ❒ 
Through Feb. 3: “Brush Strokes by 
Bobbi Kerth” Works in oil and water-
color inspired by the artist’s love of 
nature; “Paintings by Staci Hartman” 
Oils and pastels that show typical scenes 
of rural life, mostly in and around her 
hometown of Logan.

Mulvane Art Museum, Topeka  ❒ 
Through Jan. 27: “Capturing the Spirit: 
Prints by Kenneth M. Adams” Native 

son, relocated in Taos (NM), illustrates his 
fascination with the Southwest and its Span-
ish and Indian peoples; “Lasting Impressions” 
Works from the 1500s to the 1900s: Benton, 
Hassam, Whistler, and many more.

Maryland
Academy Art Museum, Easton ❒ “The Art 
of Seating: Two Hundred Years of American 
Design” (Feb. 10) Survey of American chair 
design from the early 19th century to the pres-
ent; the chair as a functional object and as a 
work of art. ❒ “Animal Prints by Helen Siegl” 
(Feb. 10) Prints that, in the making, combine 
blocks and plates to create images.

Maine
Portland Museum of Art ❒ “The Portland 
Society of Art and Winslow Homer’s Legacy 
in Maine” (Feb. 3) A close look at Homer’s 
relation with his friend the architect John 
Calvin Stevens and the early years of the 
society provides illumination into Portland’s 
art world at the turn of the last century. ❒ 
“Between Past and Present: The Homer Studio 
Photographic Project” (Feb. 17) Contemporary 
photographers commissioned to use the latest 
digital technologies with a variety of historic 
processes that were available during Homer’s 
time. ❒ “Lois Dodd: Catching the Light” (Apr. 
7) Retrospective covering some six decades: 
images reflecting the world 1) outside her 
window in New York City, 2) the woods and 
gardens of Maine and New Jersey.

Massachusetts
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston ❒ 
“This Will Have Been: Art, Love & Politics 
in the 1980s” (Mar. 3) An overview of the art 
made during this decade marked by social and 
political change, only now distant enough to 
view as history: the influences of movements 
for social justice, mass-media saturation, the 
HIV/AIDS crisis, globalism, feminism.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston ❒ “Mario 
Testino: In Your Face” (Feb. 3) First time in 
the U.S.: retrospective of 30 years of photo-
graphing stylish and evocative images, many 
of international superstars. ❒ “Daniel Rich: 
Platforms of Power” (Mar. 31) Acrylic paint-
ings, painstakingly hand-cut, stenciled, color 
mixed, masked, and squeegeed, that investigate 

Isaac Snowman, Footsteps. In “Destinations in Painting,” 
Ellen Noel Art Museum, TX

“The Faux Show,” Museum of Outdoor Arts, CO
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the link between architecture, nationalism, and 
political power.

deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum, 
Lincoln ❒ “second nature: abstract photogra-
phy then and now” (Apr. 30) A comparison of 
the scientific and expressionistic experimenta-
tion in the first half of the 20th century with 
current explorations of the medium. ❒ “PAINT 
THINGS: beyond the stretcher” (Apr. 21) An 
examination of the 20-year development of 
painting-as-sculpture and vice versa.

Smith College Museum of Art, Northampton 
❒ “Monsters” (Feb. 3) Imaginary creatures 
created by the likes of Rembrandt, Goya, 
Blake, Picasso, Kuniyoshi, and others.

Michigan
University of Michigan Museum of Art, Ann 
Arbor ❒ “African Art and the Shape of Time” 
(Feb. 3) Objects that show the diversity in 
concepts of time, history, and memory.

Flint Institute of Arts, Flint ❒ “Winfred 
Rembert: Amazing Grace” (March 17)
Scenes from the rural south, the Civil Rights 
Movement, and the artist’s own experiences 
of a near lynching and prison life, constructed 
from hand-tooled leather.

Center Art Gallery, Calvin College, Grand 
Rapids ❒ Through Feb. 16: “Seeing Christ in 
the Darkness: Georges Rouault as Graphic Art-
ist”; “Look to the Heavens: the Art of He Qi”

Nevada
Nevada Museum of Art, Reno ❒ “Hoor Al 
Qasimi: Off Road” (Jan. 27) Photographer 
adopts travel as her subject matter: landscapes 
shot from the highway during a trip across the 
U.S. evincing mood, displacement, the mark or 
absence of civilization, land use and owner-
ship, and more.

New Hampshire
Museum of Art, University of New Hamp-
shire, Durham ❒ Through Mar. 28: “Sacred 
Landscapes of Peru: The Photographs of Carl 
Austin Hyatt” A range of B&W images, from 
Machu Picchu to abstracted Inca stone work, 
portraits, shaman ritual, landscapes of Cusco; 
“California Impressionism, Paintings from 
the Irvine Museum” Plein-air paintings of the 
majestic California landscape, made during the 
late 19th, early 20th centuries.

Thorne-Sagendorph Art Gallery, Keene 
State College, Keene ❒ “2013 Biennial Re-
gional Jurors’ Choice Competition” (Mar. 7) 
Awards announced on Jan. 24. 

New Jersey
Zimmerli Art Museum, Rutgers University, 
New Brunswick ❒ “ ‘Le Mur’ at the Cabaret 
des Quat’z’Arts” (Feb. 24) Works of satire and 
parody by the group of young artists, writers, 
composers, and performers who frequented 
the cabaret in Montmartre a century ago; their 
output, collected in Le Mur, a sort of artistic 
journal of drawings, poems, and newspaper 
clippings, targeted the news and celebrities 
of the era. ❒ “In the Search of an Absolute: 
The Art of Valery Yurlov” (Apr. 14) An early 
example of geometric abstraction in Soviet 
nonconformist art, a vision that developed in 
communion with the traditions of the Russian 
avant garde of the 1920s. ❒ “In the Company 
of Women: Prints by Mary Cassatt” (Mar. 3) 
Works inspired by Degas and Pisarro during 
the 1870s and 80s: drypoints and color prints.

Hans Wilhelm , Jolantha, 2011. Watercolor. 
In “Let It Snow,” Bruce Museum, CT

Carl Austin Hyatt, Doña Lucia, Chinchero, Peru. 2003. Platinum print. In “Sacred Landscapes of Peru,” 
University of New Hampshire, NH 

Kalamazoo Institute 
of Arts ❒ “Stoked: Five 
Artists of Fire and Clay” 
(Apr. 7) Recent works 
by Richard Bresnahan, 
artist in residence at Saint 
John’s University Pottery, 
and his former appren-
tices. ❒ “Treasures from 
Kalamazoo Collections” 
(Feb. 17) Works from 
private collections, loaned 
for this show.

Marshall M. Fredericks 
Sculpture Museum, Sagi-
naw Valley State Univer-
sity, University Center ❒ 
“Memories of World War 
II, Photographs from the 
Archives of the Associated 
Press” (Feb. 2) Photo-
graphs from all theaters 
of the war and the home 
front, all of them transmit-
ted at some time on AP 
wires, some probably not 
touched since the war. ❒ 
“Centuries of Progress: 
American World’s Fairs” 
(Apr. 5) 

Minnesota
Tweed Museum of Art, 
University of Minnesota, 
Duluth ❒ “ENCODED: 

Traditional Patterns/A Contemporary Re-
sponse” (Mar. 17) A showing of American 
Indian art under the auspices of Perspectives 
and Parallels: Expanding Interpretative Foun-
dations with American Indian Guest Curators 
and Arts Writers, a program supported by a 
grant from the National Endowment for the 
Arts, that brings fresh perspectives on what it 
means to be a 21st-century artist with ties to 
American Indian traditions. ❒ “Wayne Miller: 
On Sight: A Pho-
tographic Retro-
spective” (Feb. 
24) Documentary 
photographs.

Goldstein Mu-
seum of Design, 
St. Paul ❒ “Rural 
Design: A New 
Design Disci-
pline” (Mar. 10) 
Coming face 
to face with 
the changes in 
rural areas, with 
special focus on 
the convergence 
of human and 
natural systems, 
and how the 
problem-solving 
process of design 
can respond. 
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New York
State University of New York, Albany ❒ 
“Day After Day: The Diaristic Impulse” (Apr. 
6) Works by artists obsessed by the desire to 
record day-to-day activities, document private 
worlds, or chart the passage of time.

Hofstra University Museum, Hempstead 
❒ “The Lyon, the Which and the Warhol” 
(May 19) A photographer (Lyon), a pop artist 
(Warhol), and artists who connect the two by 
means of shared methods: indirect portraiture, 
process, and physical presence. ❒ “50/50: 
Celebrating Fifty Years of the Hofstra Univer-
sity Museum” (Feb. 5-Mar. 28) 50 acquisitions 
since 2006: paintings, prints, photographs, and 
drawings by 20th- and 21st-century American 
and European artists.

Grey Art Gallery, New York University, New 
York City ❒ “Beat Memories: The Photo-
graphs of Allen Ginsberg” (Apr. 6) Images of 
himself and fellow Beat poets, accompanied 
by lengthy handwritten captions; also shown 
are original manuscripts, typewritten poems, 
correspondence, drawings, and sketches by 
Ginsberg and some of those he photographed. 

Guggenheim Museum, New York City ❒ “Za-
rina: Paper Like Skin” (Apr. 21) Woodblock 
prints, etchings, lithographs, sculptures, and 
pin drawings trace the work of this Indian-born 
American artist from the 1960s to the present. 
❒ “South and Southeast Asia” (Apr. 30) First 
of three traveling exhibitions that chart creative 
activity around the world by focusing on spe-
cific regions on the map; new artworks from 
the area— Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Burma, 
Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, 
Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri 
Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam.

Jewish Museum, New York City ❒ “Sharon 
Lockhart / Noa Eshkol” (Mar. 24) Five-chan-
nel film installation, a series of photographs 
and architectural interventions, and a selec-
tion of carpets, scores, and archival drawings 
with which Lockhart documents the legacy of 
Eshkol, Israeli dance composer, theorist, and 
textile artist. ❒ Through Feb. 3: “Collection 
Tableaux” A meditation on the role of tables as 
gathering places for ritual, ideas, and memo-
ries; “Crossing Borders: Manuscripts from the 
Bodleian Libraries” Medieval Hebrew, Arabic, 
and Latin illuminated manuscripts as well as 
the Kennicott Bible and two works in the hand 
of Maimonides; “Ishar Patkin: The Messiah’s 
glAss” Two scenic veil paintings with vapor-
ous images have the “weightlessness of a 
cinematic projected image. The promise of the 
canvas and the promise of the land are ghosts,” 
says the artist. ❒ “Ori Gersht: Two Videos” 
(Mar. 24) One, Dew, records the Negev Desert 
through evaporating dew on the camera lens; 
another, Neither Black nor White, shows the 
changing lights in an Arab village filmed from 
the Jewish quarter of Nazareth. 

Morgan Library, New York City ❒ “Fantasy 
and Invention: Rosso Fiorentino and Sixteenth-
Century Florentine Drawing” (Feb. 3) The 
emergence of Mannerism in Florentine  
Renaissance art as exemplified by painter 
Rosso, including his Holy Family with the 
Young Saint John the Baptist, a selection of 
drawings, printed books, letters, and manu-
scripts by other Florentine masters.

 Museum of Biblical Art, New York City 
❒ “Louis C. Tiffany and the Art of Devo-
tion” (Jan. 20) The works the Tiffany Studios 
designed and fabricated for American churches 
and a few synagogues: mosaics, stained-glass 

windows, liturgical objects, 
works on paper, design 
drawings, and promotional 
materials.

Museum of Modern Art, 
New York City ❒ “Tokyo 
1955-1970: A New Avant-
Garde” (Feb. 25) Tokyo’s art 
from the mid-1950s through 
the 60s when the city trans-
formed itself from war-torn 
capital into international cen-
ter for arts, culture, and com-
merce. ❒ “Edvard Munch: The 
Scream” (Apr. 29) Of the four 
versions of The Scream paint-
ed between 1893 and 1910, 
this pastel is the only one 
remaining in private hands; 
the others are in museums in 
Norway. ❒ “Artist’s Choice: 
Trisha Donnelly” (Apr. 8) 
Rarely seen 20th-century pho-
tographs, films, design objects, 
prints, drawings, paintings 
and sculpture, chosen by the 
10th artist to participate in 
this series in which an artist 
whose work is in the collec-

tion is invited to organize an exhibition from 
the museum’s holdings. ❒ “Inventing Abstrac-
tion, 1910-1926” (Apr. 15) Celebrating the 
centennial of the new bold works by the likes 
of Kandinsky, Kupka, Picabia, and Delaunay, 
and tracing the development of abstraction. ❒ 
“Cyprian Gaillard” (Apr. 8). ❒ At MoMA PS1: 
“Now Dig This! Art and Black Los Angeles 
1960-1980” (Mar. 11) Chronicling the legacy 
of the African American art community in LA, 
a group of black artists whose work, connec-
tions, and friendships helped shape the creative 
output of Southern California.

New-York Historical Society Museum & 
Library, New York City ❒ “Nature and the 
American Vision: The Hudson River School” 
(Feb. 21) Returning home after a national tour: 
paintings by Thomas Cole, Kensett, Bier-
stadt, Church, Cropsey, Durand, and others. 
❒ Through Feb. 18: “The Landmarks of New 
York” Photographs of significant buildings and 
outer spaces: documents of the structure and 
character of the city; “John Rogers: American 
Stories” Plaster sculptures made inexpensively 
for public consumption by the artist/promoter 
whose aim was to put art into the living rooms 
of the middle and upper classes.

Loeb Art Center, Vassar College, Poughkeep-
sie ❒ “Recent Acquisitions: Works on Paper” 
(Mar. 30) A look at the works that have, since 
2007, enhanced the permanent teaching collec-
tion, ranging from 16th-century Italian Renais-
sance to 21st-century Manhattan.

George Eastman House, Rochester ❒ 
Through Jan. 27: “60 from the 60s”; “Bally-
hoo”; “The Art of Selling Movies” ❒ “Camera 
Obscura” (Apr. 7) In a darkened gallery, visi-
tors can view an inverted, color, moving image 
of the Rock Garden, located outside across 
from the gallery, as it changes from winter to 
spring.

Nassau County Museum of Art, Roslyn Har-
bor ❒ Through Feb. 24: “Artists in America: 

Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn, Three Oriental Figures 
(detail), 1641. In “A Lyrical Line,” Jundt Art Museum, WA

William H. Johnson, Southern Family Series, 1943. 
Serigraph on paper. In “Vibrant Vision,” Gibbes Museum of Art, SC
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Highlights of the Collection from the New 
Britain Museum of American Art” Copley, 
Peale, Sargent, Whistler, Hopper, O’Keeffe, 
Rockwell, Motherwell, LeWitt, and others; 
“Excerpts in Encaustic” Pigmented wax works 
by Martin Kline.

North Carolina
Mint Museum, Charlotte ❒ At 
the Mint Museum Uptown: 
“The Weir Family, 1820-1920: 
Expanding the Traditions of 
American Art” (Feb. 20) Works 
by Robert (1803-1889) and 
his two sons, John Ferguson 
(1841-1926) and Julian Alden 
(1851-1919) trace the trajec-
tory of American art across the 
19th century. ❒ At the Mint 
Museum Randolph: “And the 
Bead Goes On” (Feb. 17) From 
the museum’s fashion collection, 
20th- and 21st-century beadwork 
embroidery.

Oregon
Museum of Contemporary Craft, Portland 
❒ “Reflecting on Erik Gronborg” (Feb. 16) 
Pieces of ceramic works chosen by a fellow 
ceramicist: part of a series in which the mu-
seum partners with artists and others to create 
exhibitions.

Pennsylvania
Trout Gallery, Dickinson College, Carlisle ❒ 
“The Floating World: Ukiyo-e Prints from the 
Lauren Rogers Museum of Art” (Feb. 9) The-
ater actors, musicians, genre scenes, still-lifes, 
and landscapes from Japan’s Edo (Tokogawa) 
period (1615–1868), when the art of ukiyo-e 
woodblock printmaking reached a high water 
mark in quality, brilliance, and innovation.

Michener Art Museum, Doylestown ❒ “Sus-
pended Harmonies: Fiber Art by Ted Hallman” 
(Mar. 3) Installation that explores the use of 
synthetic materials: plastic tapes woven into 
vertical armatures, wire and colored streamers 
of cords and tape into floating clouds and plant 
canopies. ❒ “Making Magic: Beauty in Image 
and Word” (Mar. 31) Beauty through the eyes 
of contemporary photographers and poets from 
the Philadelphia region. ❒ “Parting Gifts: Art-
ists Honor Bruce Katsiff, 1989-2012” (extend-
ed to Jan. 31) ❒ “The Mind’s Eye: 50 Years 
of Photography by Jerry Uelsmann” (Apr. 28) 
Retrospective of his famous photographs fab-
ricated from unrelated negatives, and resulting 
in both imaginary and real images. 

Williams Center for the Arts, Lafayette Col-
lege, Easton ❒ “Theo Anderson, Pennsylvania” 
(Feb. 3) Photographer, known for his images 
of the abandoned Bethlehem Steel plant, turns 
his lens to subtle views of overlooked beauty. 
❒ “Curlee Raven Holton, A Visit to My House, 
A Personal and Public Narrative” (Feb. 8-Mar. 
10) 30-year retrospective of paintings and 
prints by Holton and others.

Westmoreland Museum of American Art, 
Greensburg ❒ “Your Art Needs You!” (Feb. 

17) Pieces from the 
permanent collection 
in need of conserva-
tion, on display to show 
the community how art 
can change over the years 
and how to return it to its 
original state. The works 
are offered for “adoption” by 
visitors whose donations sup-
ply the funds needed to carry out 
restoration processes.

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, 
Philadelphia ❒ “The Female Gaze: Women 
Artists Making their World” (Apr. 7) A collec-
tion that eschews the concept of women artists 
as stereotypes, but rather as a community 
of artists immersed in making sense of their 
world; three themes from the collection are 
selfhood and community, politics, and nature 
and ecology.

Philadelphia Art Alliance ❒ “Presence in 
the Past: New Work by Joanna Manousis” 
(Jan. 27) Historically inspired sculptures using 
blown and cast glass, pate de verre, mirror, and 
found objects. ❒ Feb. 7-Apr. 28: “The Tool at 
Hand” The art of fabricating an object depends 
on the artist’s choice of tools to which, for 
centuries, artists have had intimate connec-
tions: works of art in juxtaposition to images 

Eric Joisel, Mask, 
1999. Paper, folded  
wet and coated, 
on wire. In “Folding 
Paper,” Woodson Art 
Museum, WI

of the tools used 
and videos of artists’ 

studios; “Molly Hatch: 
Reverie” Dinner-plate 

paintings á la antique Chi-
nese export porcelain. 

Society for Contemporary 
Craft, Pittsburgh ❒ “Bridge 
12: Melissa Cameron, Kevin 
Snipes, Betty Vera” (Mar. 30) 

Small metals, ceramics, and 
fiber respectively.

South Carolina
Gibbes Museum of Art, Charles-

ton ❒ “Vibrant Vision: The Collec-
tion of Jonathan Green and Richard 

Weedman” (April 21) Paintings, 
sculpture, and works on paper by artists 

of African American, Caribbean, Latin 
American, and American origins, reflecting 

the diverse influences that have shaped Ameri-
can art through the 20th century. ❒ “Witness 
to History: Civil Rights Era Photographs by 
James Karales” (May 12) Images commis-
sioned by Look magazine of the historic events 
taking place in the South at the time.

Tennessee
Brownsville Museum of Fine Art “42nd In-
ternational Art Show” (Apr. 11) Juried compe-
tition in categories of painting, pastel, drawing, 
water media, mixed media, printmaking, 3D 
sculpture, photography, and digital media.

Frist Center for the Visual Arts, Nashville 
❒ “German Expressionism: Masterworks 
from the Detroit Institute of the Arts” (Feb. 
10) Early 20th-century paintings, sculptures, 
prints, and drawings by the Blue Rider artists 
(Munich) and artists of the Bridge (Dresden 
and Berlin): Kandinsky, Dix, Beckmann, and 
many more.
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Chokwe peoples, Mask (mwana pwo), probably late 19th century. Wood, tukula powder, clay, 
string, metal, fur, snakeskin, cloth. In “African Art and the Shape of Time,” 
University of Michigan Museum of Art, MI

Utagawa Hiroshige, Number 88: Oji, Taki no Kawa (The Waterfall River at Oji). From the series 
Meisho Yedo Hyakkei (One Hundred Famous Views of Edo) (detail), 1857. Woodblock print. In 
“The Floating World,” Trout Gallery, PA

Texas
George Bush Presidential Library and Museum, Texas A&M 
University, College Station ❒ “Conflict & Development: The Nexus 
of Animal, Environment, and the Human Condition” (Mar. 31) 
Photographs by Howard G. Buffett that explore the nexus between 
conflict, wildlife, agriculture, the environment, and humans. 

Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas ❒ “Sightings: Eva Rothschild” 
(Jan. 20) Installation of painted piping addresses the 90-foot-long 
entrance bay.

Ellen Noël Art Museum, Odessa ❒ “Destinations in Painting: From 
the Kasten Collection” (Feb. 24) Paintings by a selection of inter-
national artists dating from the 1860s-1920s that picture the lands 
and locations they frequented and loved. ❒ “Art Glass 1880-1940: 
From the Becker Collection” (Feb. 17) Focusing on Bohemian style 
art glass—decorated antique ware, vividly colored and intricately 
engraved.

Utah
Utah Museum of Contemporary Art, Salt Lake City ❒ “Megan 
Geckler: No chance to move backwards and see” (Feb. 23) Site-spe-
cific installation made with brightly colored construction flagging 
tape, mathematical calculations, and color theory: woven wall mu-
rals, an extension of the gallery’s architectural elements, sculptural 
works, and tape “paintings.”

Springville Museum of Art ❒ “Milne & Swanson Collections Ex-
hibition” (Apr. 30) Russian art in one gallery, Utah art in another.

Virginia
University of Richmond Museums ❒ At the Harnett Museum of 
Art: “Keeping Art Alive: Prints and Drawings by Kenneth Hayes 
Miller and His Students at the Art Students League” (Apr. 7) Prints 
and drawings: include Peggy Miller and Reginald Marsh among  
others. ❒ “Flow, Just Flow: Variations on a Theme” (Apr. 28) 
Contemporary artists’ interpretations of “flow.”

Washington
Frye Art Museum, Seattle ❒ “Mw [Moment Magnitude]” 
(Jan. 20) Cross platform project of visual art, performance, 
 production, rehearsal artworks, music dance, literary events, design, 
and arts engagement programs.

Henry Art Gallery, University of Washington, Seattle ❒ “Like a Valen-
tine: The Art of Jeffry Mitchell” (Jan. 27) Exuberant, amusing ceramics. 
❒ “En Plein Air” (Feb. 10) Video installations and selections from the 
permanent collection.

Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American Experience, Se-
attle ❒ “Fashion: Workroom to Runway” (Apr. 21) Fashion touched by 
Asian Pacific Americans, from mass production to innovative design.

Jundt Art Museum, Gonzaga University, Spokane ❒ “A Lyrical Line: 
Rembrandt and Others” (Mar. 16) A show that focuses on line-making, 
starting with Rembrandt and including Abeles, Baskin, Benton, Pearl-
stein, and others. 

Wisconsin
Woodson Art Museum, Wausau ❒ “Folding Paper: The Infinite Pos-
sibilities of Origami” (Apr. 7) Works from around the world include 
origami-related woodblock prints, photographs, wall projections, film, 
and interactive components. ❒ “Calvin Nicholls: Paper Sculpture by 
Design” (Apr. 7) Complex three-dimensional artworks from limited 
materials: X-ACTO® knives, toothpicks dipped in glue, and paper.  ❒


